
Metagenomics and ecological networks



From a sample to an ecosystem
● Metagenomics

● The current state of the art
○ Assembly

○ Binning

● Extant biodiversity and the unknown

● Functional annotation
○ Structures and AI

● Finding networks and characterizing 

them.

● Taking an evolutionary angle 

relationships?



How do we even get this 
data?



In a nutshell



Metagenomic 
Assembly

● Most approaches will use 

a De Bruijn graph.

○ Link all reads by the 

presence of shared 

KMERs

○ The reads are nodes 

on a graph.

○ The final sequence is 

dictated by the 

series of nodes the 

graph passes 

through.

● Metagenome-assembled 

genomes (MAGs) 



Binning 
● meta-assemble a sample of short 

reads into contigs
○ Then cluster contigs based on 

some criteria.

○ In theory each bin corresponds 

to a genome.

● Two criteria: KMERs and 

Abundance.

● Time complexity remains an issue



Co-abundance binning

● Across different samples

● The abundance of organisms 

can help group reads

● Binning the reads and then 

assembling increases 

accuracy

● Still requires substantial 

coverage



Kmer spectra Binning

● Words of length k in the DNA

● These are optimised by each 

organism for its niche

● Can be used to group reads

● Here k=6, 4096 possible 

words of length 6



Metaproteomics: PLASS
● What if we don’t even care about 

genomes?

● We lose synteny, intragenic 

regions etc

● We gain sensitivity!

● Bag of proteins



What’s out there?



Filtering is already informative



Extant diversity: Viruses
● In this Tara oceans they quantify the diversity 

using entropic measures.
○

● It varies along the sampling depth and 
latitude.

● We don’t know what most of these viruses 
infect or what their viral cycle is like.

● Another study:  (<6% of reads matched 
known viruses)



Open Problem: 
Eukaryotes!

● Metagenomics assemblies are still 

out of reach for eukaryotes.

● Low coverage

○ We can’t even attribute 

their rDNA!

● Many early branching species.

○ Could be crucial in 

understanding the 

emergence of eukarya from 

archaea.



What’s in their genomes?



Functional annotation
● Map to something you know…

● KEGG 

● UniProt 

● eggNOG ( and OMA we hope 

soon )

● Pfam

● Transfer knowledge based on 

homology… to model organisms



Metagenomic dark matter
● 25% or more in some cases have No 

Detectable Homology to anything we 

know.

● In the mobile fraction / pangenome 

this often reaches above 50%.

● In the other cases where we can map 

our knowledge is limited.

● How do we proceed?





ESM: evolutionary scale model
● Form is tied to function

● We can use structural information now

● ESM folded the Mgnify database

● We now have 600 M structures attributed 

to MAGs



Inferring function: the 
AI revolution

● One class of enzymes
● They are interested in biosynthetic gene 

clusters
● What do organisms make?
● They wanted to assign the substrate
● Trained a machine learning model on 

structural features!



Each actor has its ecological 
niche



Niche specificity: 
Generalists vs specialists
● Varying

○ Geographic distribution

○ Functional content

○ Coupling to other 

organisms

● In this work they explore the 

spread of each niche as a 

function of an organism’s 

genomic/pangenomic 

content



One example: 
Arctic prokaryotes



Let’s bring it together!



Building networks: 
Correlation and 
anticorrelation
● Discussing different network building 

approaches using co-abundance

● Methods will pick up on different 

associations

● Some links are shared



Greater than the sum of 
its parts: The ecological 
net.
● Organisms are metabolically 

complementary
● Predator prey / Symbiotic / 

Parasitic etc
● With each mag we build a genome 

scale model GSM
● Can we find the metabolic flux 

through each organism?
● This is more of an opinion piece…







An example: Viral communities 
●  (<6% of reads matched known viruses)

● These analyses resulted in (i) a unified 
comparative network of viromes based on 
sequence composition (Fig. 1) and (ii) a 
statistical measure of the effect of 
covariates (i.e., season, proximity to shore, 
and depth) on the network structure

● Looking at Kegg pathways

● Viral encoded host genes

● Summer/winter

● Shallow/deep

● What pathways are present in the 

population in different conditions



An evolutionary angle: When things emerged

Appears unexplored 
so far.

When in the species 
phylogeny did 
trophic relationships 
emerge?

How has gene 
content changed as 
a consequence?

Are pangenomic 
entities evolving as a 
cluster of genes 
separately?




